Reflecting on Juneteenth – Evocative Movies to Watch
by Roderic March

Saturday is Juneteenth, a time to reflect on the impact that slavery and racism continues to have on
our lives. Important movements like Black Lives Matter remind us that even with the changes since
June 19th, 1865, we still have a lot of work to do.
One way to celebrate Juneteenth is to learn from some of the great films that have been produced
based on stories about slavery and the history of the African-American experience. To help you
discover some of these titles, we’ve put together nanogenre® collections that are based on viewers’
comments. Please take a look.

POLITICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS GENRE
All of the minigenre and nanogenre collections below are in our primary genre, Politics and Human Rights. It’s one of the 19
genres we identified by clustering titles based on viewers’ comments. These are the first 10 titles in Politics and Human Rights.
These titles cover a broad range of topics, but all are about important issues related to politics or human rights. Racism titles are
in this genre, but we have to dig in a bit more and look at our minigenres to find them.

RACISM MINIGENRE
Within Politics and Human Rights, there’s a minigenre that includes movies about racism and its continuing impact.
These are the top titles in the Racism minigenre. They specifically cover the impact of racism and slavery on American history.
Many of them, like Selma, are hard to watch, but they demonstrate the resilience and heroism of the human spirit when
confronted with evil.
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NANOGENRE COLLECTIONS
If you’re looking for a particular type of story, we can go one layer deeper to discover three nanogenre collections,
each with a slightly different theme.

EMOTIONAL, ANGER, GRIPPING
Racism stories are emotionally wrenching, but it’s important to learn from them. These movies are described by viewers as
emotional and gripping, including a 2021 Academy Award nominee: The Trial of the Chicago 7.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN, BIGOTRY, SOCIETY
These movies describe the continuing impact of bigotry on American society.
All of these titles are challenging and moving. But, some directors like Spike Lee have found a way to expose bigotry and racism
with stories that are sometimes uncomfortable, and at other times they’re outrageous and funny.

FEELINGS, HEARTBREAKING, COURAGE
Our last collection has several titles that overlap the ones above, but the viewer comments that held these titles together are
more emotional than political, so if you’re out to experience the feeling of heartbreak and the courage it takes to overcome it,
these might be for you.

Whichever titles you choose to watch, you’ll discover some new truths about the continuing impact that slavery and racism have
had. Juneteenth is an important day to remember and celebrate.

Nanocrowd was founded by a team of scientists, technologists, developers, and film
industry professionals who are passionate about movies and TV shows. We understand
why people like things which is crucial for analyzing audience reactions. Movies and TV
shows evoke a variety of feelings and complex emotions that aren’t captured in viewers’
ratings or watch lists.
By understanding WHY, we created the ViewerVoice platform – a powerful suite of audience
analysis tools. Find out more about what we do and how we do it.

FIND YOUR TRUE AUDIENCE
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